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n March 31, the Biden Administration invoked
a 1950 law called the Defense Production Act
(DPA) to ramp up domestic mining for “clean energy
technologies,” particularly for lithium-ion batteries
used to power electric vehicles and other renewable
technologies.1 Putin’s invasion of Ukraine and sanctions
on Russian oil and gas exports have put energy supply
chains into the limelight, dramatically raising the price
of fuel. Climate advocates in the United States called
upon President Biden to use his executive powers to end
fossil fuel dependence in order to weaken the geopolitical
power of fossil fuels and address the climate emergency.2
Since transportation is the single largest source
of US emissions, the Biden Administration has made the
expansion of electric vehicles pivotal to its clean energy
investment plan – making lithium a crucial mineral to its
success. Sanctions on Russia and ongoing trade disputes
between the US and China have increased tensions
around global supply chains and energy security. President
Biden sees onshoring so-called “critical minerals”3 as
a way to respond both to appeals for national energy
security4 and meet his climate commitments by ensuring
that battery and electric vehicle companies have access
to the critical minerals required for manufacturing.
The transition off of fossil fueled
transportation is central to decarbonization. We
must do so in a way that minimizes the devastating
environmental and social impacts of critical
mineral production by expanding mass transit and
reducing the resource intensity of electrification.
Mining is one of the most environmentally
harmful industries, with multinational mining
companies and their governmental allies subjecting
communities to rights violations and outright violence.5
Critical minerals like lithium are also in the crosshairs
of escalating geopolitical conflict between economic
superpowers vying for global dominance of 21st century
green sectors. Furthermore, the growing gap between
available market supplies of these metals and booming
demand has pushed up prices and spread fears of
shortages, raising the cost of battery and EV production.6
In some cases, price spikes and market panics are the
result of the speculative activity of commodity traders.7
In the United States, frontline communities and
Indigenous advocacy organizations are concerned the rapid
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expansion of domestic mining for critical minerals will take
precedence over rigorous environmental regulation and
rights enforcement. This concern is based on precedent:
permitting for the Thacker Pass lithium project in Nevada was
fast-tracked as a result of Trump’s Executive Order directing
agencies to “accelerate” regulatory processes for critical
minerals mining projects.8 The result was questionable
environmental impact statements, limited opportunities
for community review and participation, and subsequent
protests and lawsuits.9 This precedent must not be repeated.
What the Presidential Determination Says:
Biden ordered the Department of Defense to
include lithium, cobalt, graphite, nickel, and
manganese as essential to national security and to
ensure their supply. The Department would ensure
supply through “domestic mining and processing;
recycling and reuse; and recovery from unconventional
and secondary sources, such as mine waste.”
Biden promised that the mining will be governed
with high standards. In a nod to environmental
and Indigenous advocates, Biden’s determination
promises that the critical mineral sectors will be
governed with “strong environmental, sustainability,
safety, labor, Tribal consultation, and impacted
community engagement standards.” However, there
is little information on how this would be done.
Biden directed $750 million in the Defense
Production Act Fund to ensure supply. Specifically,
the order calls for the funds to support feasibility
studies for a range of mining-related projects including
“beneficiation” (creating higher grade products), mine
waste reclamation, and other projects. This could mean
millions of dollars in subsidies for mining companies
with questionable environmental and social practices.
The only way to ensure less environmental
harm as we transition to a new energy system is to
design that system with an eye to reducing its overall
mineral requirements. We can simultaneously address
the climate crisis and reduce extraction-related harm if
we take a systemic approach to governing the economic
sectors that shape demand for new mining. Given
looming market shortages and high prices of various
critical minerals, reducing the mineral intensity of the
energy transition is not only environmentally sound but
economically rational. Mineral intensity is not a given. The
total volume of metals required by the energy transition
are based on complex input-output models of the main
drivers of future demand (such as policy decisions,
consumer habits, and infrastructural investments); the
International Energy Agency, for example, predicts a 4200%
increase in demand for lithium between 2020 and 2040.10
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President Biden should ensure that his executive
actions related to critical minerals are paired with
robust environmental and human rights regulations
and aim to reduce overall mineral requirements:
1. Reform the 1872 General Mining Law. The
provisions of the 1872 General Mining Law are out of
step with the scale and impacts of contemporary largescale mining, and the law contains no protections
for communities and ecosystems. The Biden
Administration itself has recognized the inadequacy,
and discussed potential mining governance reform.11
The Mining Law must be reformed to recognize Free,
Prior, and Informed Consent of Indigenous peoples
as laid out in the International Labor Organization’s
Convention 169,12 and the United Nations’ Declaration
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.13 As advocated
for by Earthworks and Earthjustice, it also must be
amended to include environmental protections,
including safeguards against water contamination and
water overconsumption, require companies fund the
environmental remediation of abandoned mines, and
reduce mining wastes while ensuring wastes are safely
stored.14 In addition, the law ought to include a provision
for royalties for hard rock subsidies on public lands.
2. Rapidly build out critical mineral recycling
infrastructure. Recycling critical minerals has
become far more technically and economically
feasible, and would directly lower the need for new
mining. According to a recent report from Earthworks,
recycling has the potential to reduce demand in 2040
by approximately 25 percent for lithium, 35 percent
for cobalt and nickel and 55 percent for copper.15
The United States should rapidly build out recycling
infrastructure and capacity, as well as mandate
that battery manufacturers use recycled feedstock,
much like the European Union may soon require.16
3. Invest in Independent and Publicly Funded
Research and Development (R&D). Much of the
current Presidential Determination focuses on
supporting feasibility studies and R&D related projects,
potentially funneling mining companies massive
subsidies. Currently, the Department of Energy works
directly with the private sector on R&D pertaining to
critical minerals and batteries.17 We must ensure that
taxpayer-funded research is objective, free of corporate
influence, and open and accessible to the public.
In particular, a public R&D program for critical
minerals should (1) quantify lithium mining’s
environmental consequences (including related to water
consumption and contamination, GHG emissions and
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localized pollution, and biodiversity), with attention
to the differential impacts that vary based on deposit
location, deposit type, and extractive technique, and (2)
provide transparent data on the best available methods
to reduce both mineral intensity of battery design and
the localized environmental impacts of extraction.
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4. Fund a Green New Deal for Transportation,
focused on reducing car dependency. The current cardependent transportation system cannot be overhauled
without addressing and reducing the harms of mining.
The demand for new lithium mining is primarily driven
by the demand for lithium batteries used in the growing
market for passenger electric vehicles. This car-centric
approach to electrifying and eliminating emissions
from the transportation sector is more resourceintensive than an alternative approach centered around
mass transit, micromobility, and a built environment
that is not engineered for car dependency.18
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A car-centric path of decarbonization risks being
both slower19 at cutting emissions and more mineralintensive than an approach that rapidly scales up
public transit, while also depriving us of the many
other varied benefits and quality of life improvements
we stand to see by rolling back car dependency.20
Our recently published report, A Green New Deal
for Transportation, lays out just such a vision, with
detailed attention to how to remake the transportation
sector.21 Our forthcoming report, Globally Just
Pathways to Zero Emissions, will build on this work,
zooming in on the varying resource intensities of
different approaches to decarbonizing transportation.
Ultimately, a globally just energy transition must
connect the dots between the frontlines of extraction and
the end-use of green technologies and infrastructure,
guided by commitments to rapid climate action and
supply chain justice. In the case of lithium batteries,
electric vehicles, and the extraction they require, this
entails reducing the total resource footprint of battery
manufacturing and deployment; requiring recycling,
recovery, reuse, and repair; and improving the governance
of new extraction by empowering and enforcing community
rights, implementing binding environmental regulations,
and adopting inclusive decision-making practices.
The most rapid decarbonization would involve
a more balanced electrification of transportation
that relies more on public transit, while protecting
communities from needless mining.
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